
TO WHAT EXTENT WAS THE VIETNAM

The Vietnam War was a prolonged military conflict that started as an . Johnson concealed the extent of the military
escalation from the American public.

Lansdale was reassigned to Vietnam in , but Diem was dead. Since the goal of the operations was to kill the
enemy, terrain was not taken and held as in previous wars. It had little interest in the sort of covert operations
Lansdale specialized in. Thieu and Ky were elected and remained in office for the duration of the war. We got
nothing for it. The Japanese had decided to take over Vietnam in  Both sides chose similar strategies. Most of
the combat was conducted by units smaller than battalion -size the majority at the platoon level. The NLF was
essentially eliminated as a fighting force and the places of the dead within its ranks were increasingly filled by
North Vietnamese. Peace was discussed at Geneva in and the Treaty of Geneva agreed that the French would
leave Vietnam and the country would be split along the 17th Parallel until elections could be held. Efforts to
resist the French eventually led to their expulsion from the country in the midth century, leaving a nation
divided politically into two countries. On March 31, in a speech that took America and the world by surprise,
Johnson announced that "I shall not seek, and I will not accept the nomination of my party for another term as
your President" and pledged himself to devoting the rest of his term in office to the search for peace in
Vietnam. He managed, more or less by accident, to be sitting in the first tank to enter the courtyard of the
Presidential Palace. Lansdale warned Diem that U. Emerging from a long and bitter war, the war-ravaged
nation was politically isolated. Buddhism my be one of the most known religions in the world by name, but
not by what is actually involved in it. Helicopters allowed American commanders to move large numbers of
troops to virtually anywhere, regardless of the terrain or roads. By , thousands of them were on opium or
heroin, and more than three hundred incidents of fraggingâ€”officers wounded or killed by their own
troopsâ€”were reported. The cleaning-out of the NLF and the pacification of the villages would be the
responsibility of the South Vietnamese military. Soldiers served a one-year tour of duty. Not only because it
ended with a defeat for the United States Army, but because unleashed the largest wave of protests in the
country, in which the government lost support. The Vietnam he imagined was a Western fantasy. It is found
that there are four countries play very important parts in our history. Castro would run Cuba for another
forty-five years. But he stayed around long enough to see the shape that the postwar era would take. With an
estimated  Westmoreland, contrary to the advice of his Marine commanders, reinforced the outpost. The main
consideration that seems to have presented itself to those Presidents, from Harry Truman to Richard Nixon,
who insisted on staying the course was domestic politicsâ€”the fear of being blamed by voters for losing
Southeast Asia to Communism. There were a number of long-term and short-term reasons to explain why the
USA became involved in Vietnam in the late s. By the time active American military engagement ended, the
United States had dropped more than three times as many tons of bombs on Vietnam, a country the size of
New Mexico, as the Allies dropped in all of the Second World War. This new on-slot of foreign business in
the formerly closed country have completely rejuvenated the Vietnamese economy. In the Philippines, he is
said to have sometimes communicated by charades, or by drawing pictures in the sand. Many also wanted to
stay democratic and still had it hopes high that it will soon get their lives and economy back on track. MACV
and future historians were left with only questions.


